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Board of Trustees vote to approve final core
Frances Dinger
Next year will mark final year of implementation of
current core model before new model goes into effect
Editor-in-Chief
Seattle University's Board of
Trustees unanimously approved the
new University Core Curriculum
recommendation May 5. This de-
cision comes after the Academic
Assembly endorsed the new learn-
ing objectives April 18.
The implementation of the new
core curriculum will begin in the
2016 will be the first to experience
the new core. However, students
who will be returning in the fall of
2012 will have the option to move
into the new core.
"[E]very effort will
be made to accommo-
Every effort will be made to
accomodate current students
transitioning into the new core.
Isiaah Crawford
Provost
Ghost Sonata chills Lee Center to the bone
J. Adrian Munger
August Strindberg's
groundbreaking play
explores the surreal
Staff Writer
A young college student
is suddenly thrust into to the
limelight after rescuing survi-
vors from the wreckage ofa re-
cently collapsed building. The
sudden and unexpected fame
shows him a world ofpossibili-
ties, but in the end only reveals
to him a world of shame, de-
ceit and betrayal.
"The Ghost Sonata," the
Lee Center's spring produc-
tion, is a haunting and surreal
classic by Swedish playwright
August Strindberg. Written
more than 100 years ago, direc-
tor Ki Gottberg aims to make
the production relevant and
relatable to Seattle University
students by bringing out the
themes of desire,
choice and findingCandace Shankel | The Spectator
Seattle University's new production tells the tale of Arkenholz, a disillusioned college student who encounters a number or strange and
supernatural characters along his journey. "The Ghost Sonata" runs from May 12 to 22. Tickets are $7 at the door.
Holocaust survivor speaks
at Chapel of St. Ignatius
Sam Kettering
Liturgical plan for event emphasizes
equalityacross religious lines in
remembrance of tragic events
Senior Staff Writer
Every week people from the Seattle
University community and beyond come to
the Chapel ofSt. Ignatius with the intent to re-
flect, and rarely has that intent been more fully
chapel to listen to a presentation given by
Holocaust survivor Frieda Soury and to par-
take in a liturgy ofremembrance. The uni-
versity's School ofTheology and Ministry and
Campus Ministry worked with theTemple De
Hirsch Sinai and the Shemanski
Institute for Christian and Jewish
Understanding to present the
Purcell streaks through
school record books
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during the Holocaust.
The United States observes Yom
HaShoah during its annual Days of
Remembrance, which lasted from
May 1 through May 8 this year.
"We ended up putting [the
liturgy] in conjunction with
the Holocaust presentation that
This week is a time for
[us] to meet together
and remember
the Holocaust.
Jan Cherry
Liturgical Coordinator
Campus Ministry had worked on,"
said ecumenical liturgical coordi-
nator Jan Cherry. "So, ours is not
so much a remembrance as it is a
time for Christians and Jewish folks
and Muslims...to meet together
and say that we won't forget the
Holocaust."
After a brief welcome
from G. DeCastro, assistant
Holocaust remembrance week brings
together people of different faiths
directorofcampus ministry for lit-
urgy, Garfield High School junior
Mohamed Kadar Adan introduced
Soury. Adan's parents fled Somalia
when the civil war began; Adan
grew up in the Kenyan refugee
camp where they sought solace.
"Something changed in me once
I began studying the Holocaust,"
said Adan. He felt a kinship with
the survivors, having survived a
genocide himself. "Holocaust sur-
vivors have given me the courage to
speak out against injustice."
Soury spoke about her upbring-
ing in Czechoslovakia as the daugh-
ter ofa Jewish father and a German
mother. By the time she turned 10,
the Nazi army had begun its oc-
cupation of the country, and her
rights as a young, half-Jewish girl
began to disappear.
"We had to wear the star every-
where," said Soury.
Soon after, she and her brother
weren't allowed to ride trains or
buses or bicycles and they were
forced to leave their school.
One day while she walked her
family's small black dog, a soldier
approached her.
"He said, A Jew shouldnot have
such a nice dog,' and he took it,"
she said. "I never saw it again."
When Soury turned 14,
Czechoslovakian children from
Something changed
in me once I began
studying the history
of the Holocaust.
MohamedKadar Adan
Junior, Garfield High School
mixed marriages like her parents'
were sent away to concentration
camps. She went to Terezin, a city
Nazi authorities evacuated and con-
verted into a concentration camp.
"I work in the fields there,"
Soury said.
• She labored from 7 a.m. until
6 p.m. six days a week harvesting
vegetables. And despite the hard-
ships, she and the friends she made
managed to find joyin small things,
like sprinkling sugar packets on the
small pieces ofbread they received
every three days.
Once, Soury saw a chance
to leave Terezin with her former
neighbors, who she learned were
going away on a train. She and
the neighbors daughter were very
close, but when she tried to board
the train with the family, a German
guard ordered her to leave. She re-
turned a second timebut was again
barred from boarding the train.
"He said, 'If I see you again, I
break your leg,'" Soury said. "That
man saved my life. They were
all going to the gas chambers in
Auschwitz."
Although Soury, her father and
her brother survived the Holocaust
and returned home to their mother
and wife after liberation, dark mem-
ories like those plagued her, and so
They were all going
to the gas chambers
at the Auschwitz
internment camp.
Frieda Soury
Holocaust Survivor
she struggled to forget what hap-
pened. Her efforts worked so well
that now, whenpeople call upon her
to speak about her experience, she
has trouble recalling the past.
Part of the memory loss can be
chalked up to old age, she explained,
but another part was due to her de-
sire to leave the past behind.
Seatde U freshman Clare Hatch
attended Soury's presentation be-
When called to speak
about the past, she
has trouble recalling.
cause sherecognized the importance
ofremembering the Holocaust.
"[Survivors] won't be around
forever to tell their stories," she said.
The Yom HaShoah gathering
concluded with a liturgy ofremem-
brance, in which more testimonies
of survival were given.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
news
Critical events abroad considered by traveling students
Cambray Provo
International incidents force abroad students in various countries
on an early flight back to the States
Staff Writer
Study Abroad at Seattle University has
had a tumultuous spring, as the recent
disaster in Japan caused Seattle U students
studying there to return to the States, as
well as the canceling of trips for students
who were preparing to go. A terror attack
in Marrakesh, Morocco led to the French-
in-France program cancelling its planned
Morocco visit, as the attack occurred at
a well-known restaurant that was also on
the group's itinerary.
Loyola University conducted a poll re-
cently at its Rome campus, reporting that
47 percent of the 800 surveyed American
students said the Amanda Knox case had
affected them as they considered study-
ing abroad. GinaLopardo from the Study
Abroad office expressed surprise at this
statistic. She notes thatSeattle U students
study abroad in a variety of countries -
both traditional and non-traditional, as
students are currently studying in Syria,
Morocco and Egypt, as well as traditional
countries such as France and Italy.
Lopardo explains that although major
news events may affect students' decisions
about where to study abroad, the true dif-
ficulties students may face are more likely
to involve student behavior, rather than
the political climate of the country.
"Truthfully, we find that some students
make very bad choices that impact their
time abroad negatively. In other words,
it's their own actions that lead to trouble.
Excessive drinking is the number one issue
for American students studying abroad
and being subject to crime and violence.
You just can't make good decisions if your
mind is excessively impaired. This is an
issue that is prevalent for all education
abroad programs. If you add in the in-
ability to use the native language with
inebriation, things can get much worse."
"I've been in the field of international
education for about 12 years," Lopardo
said,"and the common fears tend to be
basic and have to do with what directly
relates to them: not knowing others on
the program, being far away from home
[and significant relationships], being away
from home too long, not knowing the
language, living with a host family, not
having enough time during the quarter/
semester to travel just to name a few. I
find students don't always think in depth
enough to identify what their fears may
be. Usually there's the excitement of the
experience that overrides the fear factors.
That's what our job is...help them think
more deeply about what they want out of
a study abroad program. We like to ask
students what they want to learn vs. where
they want to go."
Senior Jenna Emerson who studied
abroad in Florence, Italy in 2008, at the
height of the Amanda Knox coverage,
said, "I studied abroad just months after
the incident and it affected my decision
little to none. It was not until I was fully
accepted into the program that someone
told me about it and I did not know why
it was such a big deal for me, personally.
And honestly, I did not know that Italy
was getting bad press in the U.S. I was
really blind to all of that. My decision
was in no way affected by the negative
press Italy was getting in the U.S. After
living in Italy I think that the press in
the U.S. should be different for there is
a lot of negative things going on in Italy
that should be more widely covered in
the U.S"
Emerson recommends that students
focus on what they would gain personally
from living in their study abroad country
as they form the basis of their decisions,
rather than press coverage of the country.
Of Italy, she says the people "are friendly
and welcoming and you get out ofit what
you put into it.
"
Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com
Amanda Knox was convicted of murder in
December 2009 in Perugia, Italy
47% of students that Loyola's Rome
campus say that the Amanda Knox trial
had some effect on their decision to
study abroad.
27% said that the trial did not
influence their decision to study abroad.
I studied in Italy just
months after the incident
and it affected my
experience little to none.
Jenna Emerson
Senior
Students don't always think
in depth enough to identify
what their fears about
studying abroad might be.
Gina Lopardo
Study Abroad Office
su-spectator.com/news
Observing Yom HaShoah with a Holocaust survivor
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in their transition
to the new core cur-
riculum such that they
will not be slowed
down in the completion of their
degree programs," said Provost
Isiaah Crawford in a univer-
The committee will
bring policy changes
to the Academic
Assembly.
Isiaah Crawford
Provost
sity-wide email sent Tuesday
morning.
The new core curriculum
will contain four modules, the
first titled Engaging Academic
Inquiry (30 credits), the second
Engaging the Self and Others (15
credits), the third Engaging the
World (15 credits), and the final
module will be Reflection (three
credits in the major).
Before the new Core officially
goes into effect, the Office of the
Provost must establish a Core
Implementation Committee,
which will be chaired by Jeff
Philpott, faculty director of the
University Core Curriculum.
The committee is responsible
for "developing and managing
a process that faithfully imple-
ments the UCRC's recommenda-
tions, encourages faculty input,
involves faculty in key decisions,
and establishes a strong system
of faculty governance for the
new core in order to maintain
the curriculum's high-quality
and coherence," according to
The graduating class
of 2016 will be the
first to experience
the new core.
Crawford's email. The Dean's
Council and the Academic
Assembly will oversee the Core
Implementation Committee's
work, which will begin some-
time in the next few months. The
committee will be composed of
faculty members from multiple
colleges and schools, students
and staff members.
"As particular issues arise in
the implementation process, the
committee will bring policy rec-
ommendations to [the Academic
Assembly] for review and formal
consideration," Crawford said.
"One of its earliest consider-
ations will be to provide a report
in the fall ... with its recom-
mendation on whether we will
be able to meet our goal of ef-
fectively launching the new core
curriculum in fall 2012 or will
need to delay its implementation
until fall 2013."
Discussion of the new core
began a year and a halfago, mov-
ing forward after the University
Core Revision Committee
sought feedback from the
One of the earliest
considerations will
be to provide a
report in the fall.
Isiaah Crawford
Provost
university community during
winter quarter.
A more detailed description of
the new Core is available online
at seattleu.edu/core/revision
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
Russian culture dinner fills to max
capacity as attendees rush in
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
The dinner showcased Russian, food and cul-
ture while bringing students up to speed on
modern issues concerning the country. The
event was officially at capacity as early as the
Wednesday before the event.
Rev. Al Sharpton on campus, disappoints
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer
I was surprised a lot
of people in the civil
rights community
wouldn't join my stand.
Al Sharpton
Political Figure
for himselfas an activist against ra-
cial profiling, a frequent guest on
the Fox Network and a one-time
presidential hopeful, arrived at the
campus meet-and-greet with the
other panelists (45 minutes late)
with an entourage of security.
Other panelists included pro-
fessor Tyrone Howard of UCLA
(the director of the school's Black
Male Institute), Stanford professor
and founder of Challenge Success
Organization Denise Pope.
Sharpton seemed under-quali-
fied to participate in the debate: as
the eventbrochure noted, Sharpton
is "a new voice in the education re-
form debate."
Still, Sharpton has considerable
experience in grassroots organiz-
ing, mobilization and activism
and education is his latest project.
Not everyone, however, is as en-
thusiastic as Sharpton is about the
education issue.
"When I took a stand I was
surprised a lot of people in the
civil rights community wouldn't
join us. A lot of them have con-
nections with people who are stake
holders in this education system,"
said Sharpton.
So Sharpton went looking for
support outside ofhis base. Leaving
the comfortable confines of the civil
rights community, Sharpton found
an unlikely ally in 2012 presidential
candidate and GOP powerhouse
Newt Gingrich.
"I've stood with people I've
never stood with before on this,"
Sharpton said.
Sharpton, usually the consum-
mate provocateur and selfdescribed
die hard democrat was surprised
to find himself partnering with
Gingrich and lauding the efforts
of Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan.
Secretary Duncan, Gingrich
and New York mayor Michael
Bloomberg were all invited by
Sharpton to speak at the annual
National Action Network conven-
tion in New York.
It's a motley crew to be sure, that
has cohered around this particular
issue, but if there's one thing that
everyone can agree on it's that, as
Sharpton says, "Everyone should
have access to quality education
and it should not be determined
by zip code, economic standard or
nationality."
Sharpton speaks in broad-brush
strokes, as he is wont to do, while
professors and lifetime educators
discuss the intricacies ofpedagogi-
cal theory and implementation.
Sharpton was just out of step
with his peers Monday night, a
politician among academics. While
his celebrity may lend splash and
inject outside interest to an other-
wise insular event, it's hard not to
think that that was the extent ofhis
contribution.
"I stand alone on other issues
andI standalone on this," Sharpton
said, speaking of the inertia in the
civil rights community around edu-
cationreform.
But Sharpton is not alone as in-
dicated by the six-person panel of
impressive (and ethnically diverse)
education experts. Sharpton cited
the need to get beyond testing, the
need to compensate merit in teach-
ing and and the need to consider
"innovating with charter schools,"
when asked about specific policy
recommendations.
As valuable as the attention-
grabbing Sharpton may have been
to Monday night's panel, it was
the academics, policy analysts and
entrepreneurs who were doing the
grunt work, articulating real solu-
tions to real problems sans the fiery
rhetoric.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
Al Sharpton's slicked-back
salt-and-pepper mane, sonorous
ministerial voice and penchant for
punchy sound bites set him apart
from the other panelists at Seattle
U's National Education Panel
Monday night.
Sharpton, who has made a name
I've stood with people
I've never stood with
before on this.
Al Sharpton
Political Figure
As magnetic as
Sharpton was, it was
the other panelists
doing the leg work.
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Christian Bros, bankrupt after sex abuse settlement
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
When Brother Dominic Murray,
principal of O'Dea High School,
heard that the Congregation of
Christian Brothers had filed for
bankruptcy due to the number of
sexual abuse settlements the group
had undergone, he insisted the
occurrence would not affect his
school.
"As principal, I can state with
confidence there will be no short or
long-term impact on the viability
and continuity of our school, or
on the quality ofeducation that is
the benchmark of this institution,"
wrote Murray in a letter to the
O'Dea community after the filing.
The order of the Christian
Brothers runs O'Dea High School
as well as several other schools
across the country. Last week the
Brothers filed for bankruptcy due
to the $25.6 million owed from
nearly 50 settlement cases ofsexual
abuse.
"Most of the abuses occurred
with the most vulnerable children
who had nowhere to turn and no
one to tell," said Michael Pfau, a
Seattle attorney who has repre-
sented numerous victims ofsexual
abuse, in a recent Seattle Times
article.
Leonardo Rozal, however, a
Seattle University sophomore and
graduate of O'Dea High School,
recalls his days at O'Dea fondly.
"To sum up O'Dea, it's pretty
much camaraderie," Rozal said.
Though he says he was aware
of the abuse allegations while at
school there, he admits it wasn't a
serious focus ofconversation.
"It was more of a side topic
among students," he said. "In fact,
sometimes I think it was seen as
a little butt of a joke just because
at O'Dea there was a very friendly
atmosphere between students and
teachers. It was never really a big
topic that we debated just because
it never related to us and we never
experienced any of that and we
never had any suspicions to be-
lieve that was occurring within our
school."
Seeing the settlements and
bankruptcy now, it doesn't change
his opinion about his alma mater.
"It's a shame because I know
that doesn't represent what O'Dea
was about," he said. "As I see it, it's
an individual's mistake. Definitely
the institution doesn't support that
or condone any of thoseactions."
Rozal doesn't think there needs
to be anypolicy changes at O'Dea.
For him, change could lie in simply
being open to dialogue on the issue.
Murray did not agree to an in-
terview to answer whether policies
would undergo change, but in his
letter, he highlights that safeguards
are already in place.
"The Archdiocese of Seattle
has mandatory policies in place
which provide pastoral care for
victims, legal due process for all
concerned, full cooperation with
law enforcement and, most impor-
tantly, strong emphasis upon pre-
vention and education for all who
serve the church community. All
O'Dea employees undergo back-
ground checks and Professional
Ethics training," Murray wrote.
But Pfau argues that such a
promise isn't good enough.
"The Christian Brothers came
to New York at the turn of the last
century and they slowly moved
west," said Pfau in an article on the
attorneys website. "They operated
schools in many states, including
New York, Chicago, Montana,
Washington, California, and
Hawaii. Given the severity ofsexual
abuse we have seen in their internal
documents, and their cover-up of
that abuse, it is difficult to imag-
ine how many children were likely
abused at their schools."
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
To sum up O'Dea,
it's pretty much
camaraderie.
Leonardo Rozal
O'Dea Graduate
There will be no short
or long-term impact
on the viability and
continuity Of our school.
Dominic Murray
Principal, O'Dea High School
SEAC Coffee Haus unveils Quadstock XXII
The hour-long unveiling party
for Quadstock 2011 doubled
as SEAC's Coffee Haus event
for the week. The Molly Moon's
ice cream truck made an ap-.
pearance to hand out free ice
cream to the first 250 custom-
ers. The Physics performed a set,
interspersed with teases of the
Quadstock lineup, culminating
in the announcement of the full
lineup itself.
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
news su-spectator.com/news4thespectator
Lumana rallies young Wash, activists to Ghana
Dallas Goschie
Charity focuses on microfinance work for small
businesses in third world countries
Staff Writer
Ghana, a small country on the
west coast ofAfrica, is struggling.
Though people and initiative are
plenty, the capital necessary to
initiate projects and begin gener-
ating income is not always there.
In many cases, no more than a
few hundred dollars is required by
people in developing countries to
set up and begin to operate their
own businesses. Microfinancing,
an industry devoted to loaning
out relatively small amounts of
money, seemed like the ideal so-
lution, but, according to Seattle
University economics major
Benjamin Watts, there were some
problems.
"There are failures in the mi-
crofinance sector. [Microfinance
industry heads] expect returns on
their investments that are unrea-
sonably high. Lumana is an NGO
that is going about it the right
way.".
Lumana, an organization du-
ally based in Seattle, Wash, and
Ghana, Africa is a charitable or-
ganization designed to provide
microfinance products that are
designed to foster growth and in-
spire economic welfare for people
suffering in rural villages.
Watts is a fellow in the orga-
nization, and plans to travel to
Ghana for 10weeks this summer
along with three other under-
graduate students and one gradu-
ate student, all ofwhom call the
Seattle area home, to meet with
Lumana's existing clients and re-
search what new loans or financial
products to implement as the or-
ganization moves forward.
According to Watts, much
of their initial work will involve
gathering personal stories from
clients and observing the impact
Lumana has made on an individ-
ual level. With dreams to work as
a statistician some day, Watts is
passionate about performing data
analysis using a poverty index to
provide quantitative data to the
organization.
Michael Kaemingk, Lumana's
director of university outreach
and also a Seattle U student, ex-
plains that Lumana, founded by
University of Washington stu-
dents Cole Hoover and Samantha
Rayner, was created to help com-
bat "the vacuum in the global
development arena."
"[Hoover and Rayner] noticed
that a lot of internships are void
ofany real impact, and wanted to
assist people in doingreal things,"
said Kaemingk.
Kaemingk came to the organi-
zation by chance. He recalls that
he attended a conference and
happened to sit next to Rayner,
who began discussing the out-
reach and mission of the Lumana
organization.
Kelly Haugen, a business ad-
ministration major with a focus in
social enterprise at Seattle Pacific
University, is also a Lumana fel-
low with plans to visit Ghana this
summer.
"We are going over what proj-
ects the four of us will be doing.
Right now we are still determin-
ing what may be useful," said
Haugen.
Their trip to Ghana this sum-
mer will be Haugen's and Watt's
first visit to Africa, and they both
expressed excitement to begin
work in the region.
Lumana is still a relatively
small organization. Kaemingk
explains that the organization
only has three stipend-receiving
staff members, though there are
several volunteers that help keep
the organization running.
Despite their size, Lumana
has already made an impressive
impact. According to the organi-
zation's website, their loan fund
hovers at $50,000, 233 people
have already received loans, and
33 cooperatives are active because
ofLumana's work.
Kaemingk urges students who
want to become involved with the
organization to visit their website
at lumana.org and contact staff
members with their interest.
Lumana is definitely not the
only NGO devoted to utilizing
microfinancing as a means to in-
creasing societal welfare in devel-
oping countries, but to Kaemingk,
it is one of the greatest.
"It is hard to character-
ize Lumana's uniqueness," said
Kaemingk said. "They have an
'our generation can do real things
right now' attitude."
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
Lumana current available
organizations funds:
Businesses to have received
microfinance loans from Lumana:
Active Lumana cooperatives:
Current amount of paid Lumana
employees:
$50,000
233
33
3
Lumana is an NGO
that is going about
it the right way.
Ben Watts
Junior
Members have an
our generation can
do real things right
now' type of attitude.
Michael Kaemingk
Junior
Lumana is still a
relatively small fledgling
organization.
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Details on the forces that took down bin Laden
John Beaton
JSOC works independent of the rest of the US
Armed forces as a counterterrorism unit
Staff Writer
Almost everyone knows by now,
with the exception of the conspiracy
theorists, that Osama Bin Laden was
killed on May 1 by U.S. military forc-
es. However, few know about themen
that actually stormed his compound:
SEAL Team Six.
SEALTeam Six is one oftwo tier-I
counterterrorism units in the United
States, the other is known as Delta
Force. Much of the information sur-
rounding this groupis highly classified
and is kept as a close secret between
theWhite House and Department of
Defense. However, what is known is
what they are capable of.
According to theNew York Times,
some of the many missions that this
enigmatic squadron has been sent on
include: Neutralizing or capturing
enemy targets in Bosnia; the now in-
famous Somali pirate rescue inwhich
the pirates were killed by snipers; and
numerous high intensity missions in
Afghanistan.
Adding the killing of Americas
public enemy no. 1 to the dossier of
this group has brought them into the
spotlight and has given them an al-
most mythic reputation.
But despite all of this attention,
nothing seems tohave been uncovered
except for the basics.
The organization that commands
and organizes this elite group of
fighters is known as the Joint Special
Operations Command (JSOC).
According to GlobalSecurity.org,
"JSOC, and the SEAL Team Six
that they command, was created in
response to the failed hostage rescue
mission that occurred in Iran at about
the time of the late 1970s."
The mission which was an em-
barrassment not only to the country
but also President Carter, illustrated
the need for a more centralized and
efficient squadron of soldiers that
could operate, and be commanded,
in relative secrecy and could special-
ize in dealing with extraordinary cir-
cumstances. JSOC operates with little
oversight from congress and deals only
directly with the Pentagon, theWhite
House and the CIA.
During that time, the Cold War
was still icy, and unrest in the Middle
East was growing, so in order tosecure
U.S. interests abroad a group ofwhat
JonStewart has apdy called, "real life
X-Men" was created.
Unlike the comic book heroes,
however, these soldiers aren't born
with their "powers." Instead they are
forged through an extensive training
program that many would consider
downright cruel. Each year, accord-
ing to the NavySEALs website, about
1,000men start SEALs training, and
usually only 200 to 250 succeed. That
is because the training is often too
difficult for most recruits to endure.
The infamous "hell-week," a five-
day period in which the soldiers only
sleeparound four hours total, conduct
drills and undergo strenuous exercise
for about 20 hours a day, typifies
what these men (women are not al-
lowed into the Navy SEALs) have to
go through.
After their training is complete,
only a small fraction of the "gradu-
ates" will be considered for the SEAL
Team Six. The criteria for candidate
selection is notcompletely known be-
cause of the aforementioned secrecy
ofthis group.
Whether or not an elite fighting
force, with little or no congressional
oversight, is something that serves to
truly secure our interests as democratic
people, is still yet to be seen.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
Several special groups of
U.S. Armed forces:
Rangers - Elite Army
commandos
SEALS - Specialized Navy
insertion teams
Wild Weasels - Air Force
pilots tasked with eliminating
anti-air emplacements
Delta Force and
JSOC - Independent
counterterrorism units
City of Seattle
Yacht Club
celebrates
Opening Day
2011
The Seattle Yacht Club
celebrated its opening day
last Saturday. This year's
theme was "Salish Sea
Treasures."
JoeDyer | The Spectator
Osama's death is 'gamechanging' in political realm
JeffKaroub
Palestinian and Muslim relations, with other political boiling points in the
Middle East, will take time to improve
Associated Press
Shortly after Osama bin Laden's death
was broadcast to the world, Linda Sarsour
posted on Twitter, "Osama Bin Laden is
dead. Good, now can I get my identity
back? 10 yrs is a long time. Can being
Palestinian and Muslim be cool again?"
In fewer than 140 characters, the
31-year-old progressive activist from New
York summed up the views ofmany young
Muslim Americans. They hope the al-Qa-
Ida leader's death, and the pro-democracy
uprisings sweeping the Arab world, help
erase the suspicion and fear many non-
Muslims have viewed them with for nearly
a decade.
The Sept. 11 terror attacks dramatically
increased pressure and scrutiny on them,
their friends and family. Criticizing U.S.
policies while condemning terrorism, or
even walking out the door in a traditional
Islamic head scarf, sometimes brought in-
sults or threats.
Sarsour said in a phone interview that
she noticed a change soon after the attacks,
when her Brooklyn neighbors suddenly lost
interest in getting to know the Muslims on
the block. Bin Laden "hijacked our iden-
tity and made U.S. Muslims "synonymous
with a man who was a murderer," she said.
The May 1 killing of Bin Laden in
Pakistan "left a littlebit less room for those
who use him to instigate Islamophobia to
do so," said Ali Shebley, 31, of the Detroit
suburb of Canton. "The public has room
to breathe now, away from fear-mongering,
and start thinking rationally again.
"The way I can describe it, I feel it
in the air. I feel like he's gone and, with
him, weight has been lifted on both sides,
Muslims and non-Muslims," Shebley said
after attending Friday prayers at Dearborn's
Islamic Center ofAmerica.
Umar Issa, a freshman at Kansas
Wesleyan University who grew up in Los
Angeles, said by phone he feels he has been
discriminated against because ofbin Laden
— sometimes even by friends who made
hurtful jokes. The terror leader "basically
corrupted my whole religion," he said.
"His death brings an opportunity for
understanding between Americans and
Muslims," said Issa, 18. "I'm happy about
that. The discrimination I've faced, my
friends have faced — it's time for that to
come to an end."
Issa said the popular uprisings that over-
threw autocrats in Egypt and Tunisia and
continue to rage in countries including
Libya and Syria help change Americans'
perceptions of Muslims by showing that
they too seek democracy and economic op-
portunity. He said people in those coun-
tries are rejecting leaders they believe don't
represent them, much as Muslims are mak-
ing it clear that they reject bin Laden.
"It's really kind of inspiring," he said.
"They're fighting for their rights."
"There was no al-Qaida ideology-type
messages in all these revolutions," Shebley
said. "Although these societies are 80, 90
percent Muslim, it was secular messages
and it was Islam the way it was supposed
to be represented."
Saeed Khan, a lecturer on Near East and
Islamic studies at Wayne State University
in Detroit, said the Middle East uprisings
show how bin Laden "had been rendered
irrelevant."
"Muslims have moved beyond him (and
his) domination of the Muslim narrative
around the world," he said. "The counter-
narrative has been led by millions of mod-
erate Muslims in a peaceful struggle for
regime change."
Omer Chaudhri, 32, who works in New
York's financial district, said bin Laden's
death won't immediately change percep-
tions developed over a decade but he hopes
other Americans will eventually come to
see Muslims as they would any other neigh-
bors, co-workers or classmates. He didn't
believe it could start while bin Laden was
free.
Not all see bin Laden's death as an end,
but rather the beginning of a long, difficult
effort to restore Islam's image.
"He has left a legacy ofchaos and we're
the ones left to clean it up," said Zeinab
Chami, 26, who lives in Dearborn, home
to one of the nation's largest mosques and
a Middle Eastern community that dates
back more than a century.
"Osama bin Laden in the end is one
person. There have been many Osama bin
Ladens spawned, post 9/11," she said at
the Islamic center in Dearborn. "I'm glad
he's gone but we can't lose sight of the fact
that he's made people suspicious ofIslam."
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
There was no al-Qaida
ideology-type messages
in all these revolutions.
Ali Shebley
Detroit Resident
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Man burns
mother alive,
later attacks
schoolteacher
Angela Brown
The morning rampage
ends with two victims and
suspect's arrest
Associated Press
A Texas man set fire to his moth-
er, then went to a nearby school and
tried to sexually assault a teacher at
knifepoint before the superinten-
dent broke down the door to help
free her, police and school officials
said Monday.
George James Bradley, 32, was
arrested on attempted murder,
aggravated assault and attempted
aggravated sexual assault charges
after the morning incident at Rise
Academy, Lubbock police spokes-
man Sgt. Jonathan Stewart said.
Bradley was to be arraigned after
being transferred from the city's
holding facility to the county jail
later Monday, and he does not yet
have an attorney, Stewart said.
Bradley's mother wasable to run
to a neighbor's apartment after he
poured a flammable liquid on her
and set her on fire, according to
Lubbock police. She was listed in
critical condition with third-degree
burns at a Lubbock hospital.
Bradley walked into the school
office about 9 a.m., announced
that he'd killed his mother and
asked the secretary to call 911,
said Audrey Saldivar, a school ad-
ministrator. Then he became agi-
tated, locked the office door, pulled
out a knife and forced a teacher
into Superintendent Richard
Baumgartner's office, she said.
"It was just random," Saldivar
told The Associated Press by
phone from the Lubbock school,
about 300 miles northwest ofFort
Worth. "We didn'tknow what was
happening."
Baumgartner told the AP that
he had been notified of the situ-
ation and was walking toward the
office, but when he saw the suspect
lock the door, he entered a back
door to the office as several staff
members ran out.
"I heard screams, and realized
someone else was still in there, so
I started kicking the door open,"
he said. "I just reacted to an in-
stinct. I made a split-second de-
cision, because I knew he had a
knife and there was somebody in
there screaming for their life. I just
thought that I had to enter that
space and prevent violence from
being done."
Baumgartner said he fell back-
ward as the door opened and the
suspect came out swinging the
knife, which grazed him. The man
didnot say anything as he stared at
Baumgartner, who then got up and
grabbed a chair, before he walked
toward the front of the office.
The teacher, who was not in-
jured, was able to run out of
Baumgartner's office and out the
back office door, he said. Then the
police arrived, and Bradley dropped
his knife and did not resist arrest,
the superintendent said.
Bradley was carrying a duffel
bag containing gasoline in a can,
lighters and neatly folded clothes,
Saldivar said.
"It is a miracle ... that nothing
more occurred," she said.
All classrooms were immedi-
ately locked with the lights turned
off— the school's lockdown mode
— and no children witnessed the
incident, Saldivar said. The char-
ter school, which serves about 200
students from pre-kindergarten
through the eighth grade, is made
up of portable buildings and no
classrooms are in the same build-
ing as the office, she said.
Bradley served five years in pris-
on after being convicted of deadly
condjjtft and drug charges, and he
was released in 2005, according to
the Texas Department ofCriminal
Justice. Last fall Bradley was sen-
tenced to five years in prison for
aggravated assault on a public ser-
vant, an incident that happened
about three months after his 2005
release, but he was given credit for
time served and did not return to
prison.
Bradley has other assault arrests,
one as recently as December, but
Lubbock County prosecutors de-
clined to comment about his cases.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
I heard screams [and]
I started kicking the
door open. I just
reacted to an instinct.
Richard Baumgartner
School Superintendent
It was just random.
We didn't know what
was happening.
Audrey Saldivar
School Administrator
It is a miracle that
nothing more
occurred.
Richard Baumgartner
School Superintendent
Spec of the week
Obama mocks GOP
In search of Hispanic votes and
an immigration overhaul, President
Barack Obama on Tuesday stood
at the U.S.-Mexico border for the
first time since winning the White
House and declared it more secure
than ever. He mocked Republican
lawmakers for blocking immigra-
tion overborder security alone, say-
ing they won't be happy until they
get a moat with alligators along the
border.
"They'll never be satisfied," said
Obama.
Stymied by both chambers of
Congress, the president ditched
lawmakers in favor of voters who
might pressure them, making an
appeal to the public on a hot and
dusty day far outside the beltway.
He told a friendly El Paso, Texas,
crowd that it's up to them to tell
Congress to pass legislation provid-
ing a pathway to citizenship for 11
million illegal immigrants.
The approach also allowed the
president to make clear that it's
Republicans — not him —- stand-
ing in the way of immigration
legislation. As his re-election ap-
proaches it's a message he wants
broadcast loud and clear to Latino
voters who don't like his admin-
istration's heavy deportations and
feel he never made good on his
promise to prioritize immigration
legislation during his first year in
office.
"I am asking you to add your
voices to this," Obama said in El
Paso. "We need Washington to
know that there is a movement for
reform gathering strength from
coast to coast. That's how we'll get
this done."
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Authorised Centre
Language
Centers
Earn the prestigious CELTA certificate in Seattle!
Teaching English to speakers of other languages can be a
highly rewarding career, offering you the chance to live and
work abroad. The CELTA certificate is recognized around the
world as a symbol of quality teaching and is a terrific way to
get started in your ESL teaching career!
Apply now! Courses start:
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The School of Theology and Ministry
MASTER of ARTS in PASTORAL COUNSELING
a"I
recommend STM's pastoral ~j "The MAPC program at STM is
counseling program for so many one of very few which
reasons. Primary among these are integrate psychology and
the abundant opportunities for * theology within an applied
personal growth and pastoral therapeutic context,
transformation available through In my training, I came to
the school's formation community understand and apply a
and inherent in the very structure variety of mental health
of the MAPC program. I relish the theories, techniques and
opportunities I had to interact with diagnostic principles, while
others from diverse faith traditions also understanding and
and I have been professionally accepting more deeply both
enriched by the program's focus on my unique self-as-therapist,
forming culturally competent and the particular story that is
professionals." my life."
Sarah J. Rensel Tyler Stahl MAPC
Current student Class of 2010
(206) 296-5330 | (800) 578-3118 » . SEATTLE
Email:stm@seatileu.edu | Web: www.seattleu.edu/stm UNIVERSITY
et cetera
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Yiss, prayers have been answered and a festival eel- Such important organizations as Hie Cultural Office
I 111 I IWI ebrating cheese in all its glorydoes in fact exist. On Saturday of the Embassy of Spain, The Spain-USA foundation,
PLAY and Sunday at Pike Place Market, patrons of this glorious the Department of Spanish and Portuguese Studies at the
U|l"M festival will be able to enjoy educational seminars, cooking University of Washington, and Spanish literary magazine,
| Ghost Sonata demonstrations and even be able to watch fresh mozzarella Granta, will be hosting an evening featuring three esteemed
being made. For those brave enough, there will even be a young authors from Spain presenting their work. The event
This play will involve vampires, ghosts and vampire grilled cheese making contest. There is no way you can lose will begin at 7 p.m. at Elliott Bay.
ghosts, as well as a healthy dose ofmystery and a classic battle with this event. The festival will take place from 10-5 on LECTURE
of perception vs. reality thrown in for good measure. Sure to Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday.
be a winning combination. The preview performance ofthe Mlltual Conquest?
experimental early 20th century play will be held Thursday S MPOSIUM
in the Lee Center at 7:30 and will run through Sunday. RM Asia Symposium As part ofan ongoing series by the Pigott-McCone chair,
■ this lecture will explore the development of Portuguese and
The Pigott-McCone chair will be sponsoring a Spanish influence in Sri Lanka, and the extent to which this
fWm YACHT symposium investigating the "historical mapping of "Asia" relationship later became reciprocal. The event will be held
spatially and ideologically," through a seriesofspeakers chart- from 12 to 1:30p.m. in Hunthausen Hall.
In honor of all things nautical, this week's Lunch ing the history of Asia through various lenses. Many dif- LECTURE
event at the Hedreen Gallery will be YACHT, the Portland ferent terms will be discussed including, "Asia," "Eurasia," Wonderment and DialOCJUe in
based electro-dance band. According to the event description, "Indochina," "Russian Asia," "Australasia," "Jap-Alaskan" la■hHI Psychotherapy
the two band members will be giving "an informal presenta- and "the Pacific Rim," as well as some disused or contested
tion on the inherent sameness ofunderground music culture terms such as "the Orient," "Further India," and "the East The sponsor of this event is the Master ofArts in Existential-
and what we call underground spiritual culture, i.e. cults, Indies." The event will be held in Hunthausen Hall all day, Phenomenological Psychology program. At the event they
secret societies, Utopian sects, etc. They'll also talk Shakers, and an RSVP is recommended. will discuss "about being emphatic and about looking at the
punk rock, mantra recitation and its role in pop music." . psychological and therapeutic relation in a phenomenological
Could anything be more hip than that? The event will be first-person perspective." Although esoteric, this event may
held from 12-1 at the Hedreen Gallery, and if you miss the justoffer insight you never even knew you had, and will prob-
talk, YACHT will be playing a show at Neumo's at 8 p.m. ably talk about some interesting psychological ideas. It will
later in the evening. be held in the Casey Commons from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
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Campus Voice:
Will you be going to
Quadstock?
"Yeah, I've heard it gets insane
and great. Lots of drinking
involved and great music."
"I don'tknow if I'm super "I've never been ... I heard it's a
excited about it, cause haven't big party and I want to see Ice
paid too much attention to it, Cube's Cousin."
but I will probably still go."
"Well, every year I've been here I've had
something going on so I've actually never been.
I just kind of want to have the energy around
me... I've heard that it's just a ton of drunken
students." Matthew Zarate
Alumnus, Anthropology major
Interviews and photos by Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Paola Rodriguez Hurtado,
Freshman, Film studies major
Daniel Johnson,
Junior, Criminal justice major
Nicole Gaddie,
Freshman, Journalism major
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AS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT CREDIT UNION, C"^^smf
we reinvest and return our earnings to M.,-
members in the form ofbetter rates and lower fees. ~jjjß flpP
That's why BECU can offer a great rate on private
■■
/ | |\ 'MEj\
student loans along with no origination fee. We put the I mFp
interest ofour membersahead ofprofit. What bank can 1w jfj 1
say that?We are BECU. Join us. J / j ■\', i
"1549 %APR
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*Advertised APR in effect as of3/1/2011 and subject to change without notice. After account opening, rate may vary each quarter (Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct) based on changes tn the Prime Rate (as
published in the Wall Street Journal), subject to a maximum of18% APR. Actual loan rate may be higher than advertised rate, based on applicant's and co applicant's credit qualifications.
Loans are subject to credit approval, continuing to meet certain eligibility criteria and enrollment at an accredited and approved school and education program. To obtain the mostcurrent
rate and program information, please visitbecu.org/studentloans.
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Clubs offer alternatives to imbibing at Quadstock
Ashley Roe
Excuse the noise: Neighbors express c
VolunteerWriter
Spring quarter relinquishes students
from their winter hibernations by pro-
viding more hours ofdaylight, the poten-
tial for warmer weather and the chance
to spend more time outside, which can
give students a reason to celebrate.
The East Precinct Crime Prevention
Coalition is concerned spring means
Seattle University students are more apt
to cause trouble by partying, "...some-
times [spring] brings year-end celebra-
tions and parties that can disrupt our
neighborhoods," according to Stephanie
Tschida, coalition chair, in a post on
CapitolHillSeattle.com.
However, some members of the cam-
pus community disagree that spring
is the prime time for partying. Alvin
Mangosing, assistant director for residen-
tial programs in Housing and Residence
Life, disagreed with the EPCPC.
"Fall brings out more on-campus
drinking as a whole than spring does,"
said Mangosing.
Either way, spring does bring around
one of the most anticipated days ofthe year
for Seattle U students. Quadstock, SEAC's
largest event, has been a significant con-
tributor to partying in the past. "Passport
parties" have traditionally drawn students
off campus to drink during Quadstock.
"Quadstock has been seen as the one
weekend where students feel more justi-
fied to not be responsible," said John
Conway, co-chair and organizer of
Quadstock XXII.
SEAC is trying change Quadstock's
image by turning it into a new kind of
campus event.
"I look forward to a time when
Quadstock is an all-day arts festival, like
Bumbershoot. I want students to come and
wish they had more time to do everything
the event offers," Conway said.
By focusing on providing alterna-
tives for students to participate in at the
event, instead of drinking, SEAC hopes
less people will participate in drinking for
Quadstock.
"Twelve campus clubs will be putting on
activities in the booths they set up, bands
will be playing at the stages all day, and
sports like volleyball and frisbee will be be-
ing played in the green," Conway said.
Nevertheless, the party scene that sur-
rounds Quadstock is another issue that
Conway and SEAC have been making ef-
forts to mitigate before the event happens
on May 21.
"There has been a lot of positive ad-
vancement to cease the parties," Conway
said. "This year, they will not be as much
in the way ofcampus wide events."
Even without the parties, the prospect
ofstudents drinking elsewhere and coming
intoxicated is possible.
"I want Quadstock to be a celebration
and for students to have a good time, but
we have a right to take anyone out of the
event if they are intoxicated," Conway
said.
The usual precautions will still be taken
to make sure that those who are at the event
are safe and sober.
Resident Assistants will still be patrol-
ling the dorms throughout the day to en-
sure that no one is drinking in the dorms.
Jillian Jackson, a floor seven RA in
Campion, commented on the rounds
schedule for Quadstock saying, "Rounds
on Quadstock are shorter. Everyone is on
duty that day for set timesbut we only do
a two hour shift each so that we can still
enjoy the events and watch bands."
The Resident Assistants will also be
holding a breakfast that will be served in
each dorm before the festivities during
Quadstock begin.
"No programs will beput on in building
by housing after the breakfast," said Jackson.
"We do not want to discourage students
from going to the student green."
Ashley may be reached at
roea@seattleu.edu
Precautions will be taken
to make sure that those
who are at the event
are safe and sober.
Quadstock has been seen
as the one weekend where
students feel more justified
to not be responsible.
John Conway
SEAC Co-Chair
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Public drunkenness and drinking will not be tolerated at Quadstock. Plain-clothed Public Safety officers will be aiding patrols.
20-30 Public Safety officers will be patrolling
campus throughout the day of Quadstock.
Those who plan to show up intoxicated are
discouraged from doing so.
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Dncernabout the spring party season
Quadstock is an alcohol-free event. Showing up to Quadstock
intoxicated or attempting to bring alcohol into the show will likely result in |
a write-up by Public Safety, leading to probation or even suspension.
P-Safe addresses concerns about partying
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
It's no secret that there are two sides to
Quadstock. Sure, there's the harmless part,
the part that allows students to eat great
food, listen to great music and to simply
enjoy a pleasant Saturday ofschool-spon-
sored fun with their pals.
In fact, Mark Jamieson, one of the
Seattle Police Department's mediaofficers,
remembers Quadstock in this very light.
"Back when I went to SU ...
Quadstock was like an on-campus event,"
said Jamieson.
And he's right. Quadstock is an on-
campus event. But that's not to say that
the celebration stays completely within the
campus' confines. Department of Public
Safety Director Mike Sletten is well aware
ofthis fact.
"DPS has historically received reports
of public intoxication, malicious mis-
chief, noise disturbances and sometimes
alcohol poisoning," said Sletten. "Some
of these have required assistance from
SPD medics and local hospital emergency
room support."
Many students drink alcohol during
Quadstock, and according to Sletten's
account, it seems some students drink a
reflecting pool's worth. But contrary to
popular belief, there isn't a huge conspir-
acy behind the preventative measures that
either Public Safety or the Seattle Police
Department takes in order tokeep students
safe. It's true that off-campus parties are
typically thrown, but if a particular group
ofstudents decides to host one ofthese cel-
ebrations, they shouldn't necessarily expect
university officials to snatch them up in
the night.
"I'm not going to seek out [student]
houses," said Dean of Students Darrell
Goodwin. "I'm not going to go knock-
ing on doors. Our message is campus-
wide as opposed to being directed at
specific targets."
Goodwin stated the university's po-
sition is first and foremost to encourage
students to engage in safe practices that
do not harm themselves, each other or the
community. Hesimplywantsstudents toenjoy
the festivities.
"The reason Quadstock is supported,"
Goodwin said, "is that we want students
to have fun."
Off-campus drinkers should really be
more worried about the complaints of
neighborhood residents. Or, put in another
light, what students should be mindful of
is their own behavior.
"Local neighbors, community members,
police, and some businesses contact DPS
and report any studentbehaviors occurring
in the neighborhoods around campus,"
Sletten said, "and the DPS staff documents
the reports and forwards them to the con-
duct system."
Mark Jamieson also stated that when the
SPD finds itself sending officers to inves-
tigate off-campus student parties, it's most
often the result of a noise complaint or
just an account of generally disruptive be-
havior. According to Jamieson, Quadstock
isn't really anything special, and the SPD
essentially doesn'tsee it as an opportunity to
prepare for anything out of the ordinary.
"The Seattle Police Department really
has nothing to do with Quadstock or how
Quadstock is operated," he said. "There isn't
a policy on this particular day. We just re-
spond to 911 calls."
Mike Sletten, on the other hand, says
Public Safety has indeed taken preventative
measures.
"Safetyand hazardous behavior prevention
efforts are something DPS, HRL, Student
Development, our neighbors and law en-
forcementdo collectively during Quadstock
weekend," he said. "There are messages sent
to the students to caution about risky choic-
es regarding under age alcohol consumption,
binge drinking, and alcohol poisoning. DPS
also briefs with the local neighbors and of-
ficers working in the community during the
Quadstock weekend."
There have also been rumors that Public
Safety often searches Facebook in an at-
tempt to catch wind of illicit off-campus
behavior, but Sletten said that that's not the
case. Any time they find out about a party
via a Facebook event page, it is because a
member of the community has discovered
it independently and has forwarded it to
Public Safety.
In short, it's up to the students to act
responsibly. It's true, if you're causing
trouble, you'll get written up. On the day
of the event, there will be 20 to 30 officers
patrolling campus, and many of them will
be dressed in plain clothes. Others will be
in uniform. Any students who are caught
acting inappropriately could face anything
from probation to suspension. So, have a
good time, but mind your manners, and
don't piss off the neighbors.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
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I'm not going to seek out
houses. I'm not going to go
knocking on doors. 35
Darrell Goodwin
Dean of Students
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Red solo cups often mean only one thing on college campuses: beer pong and parties. In the past, "pre-gaming" has been a
common feature at Quadstock but Public Safety and SEAC are hoping to discourage that this year.
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an assistant professor of theater.
"Desire is the source ofeverything we do, it's
what brings us together as people."
The play centers around a university stu-
dent named Arkenholz and his perceptions
of others. Arkenholz idealizes and reveres the
rich social elite in their comfortable and ex-
pensive apartments. He meets an old and bit-
ter man, Jacob Hummel, who brings him to
one ofthe apartments of the rich families of
Stockholm, and Arkenholz realizes the lives
of the social elite aren't as perfect as he once
thought. In fact, he finds that the family in
the apartment is so consumed by hatred and
disdain for one another that their home has
become a place of betrayal and sickness.
In many ways, "The Ghost Sonata" is a
play about family. Strindberg's depiction of
the wealthy family echoes the author's deep
personal family problems. Strindberg depicts
the family in the apartment as bound togeth-
er but harboring no feelings of affection.
The play is often unrealistic, even sur-
real. Strindberg was one of the first play-
wrights in Europe to explore highly symbolic
theater as a way to describe and critique the
human condition.
"[The Ghost Sonata] is the first absurd-
ist, impressionist play in Western Theater,"
Gottberg said. "The audience has to suspend
their disbeliefand work a little. We aren't just
showing them a show, we're creating reality.
In talking to the designers, [we decided that]
its about how we perceive."
Many of the themes and messages of
the play are exemplified by the abstract set.
The set, designed by professor Carol Wolfe
Clay, is dominated by a group of suspended
screens that slide across the stage during the
play, creating different shapes and struc-
tures. These screen are also used as projec-
tor screens, upon which images of buildings
and nature are displayed. The set also makes
use ofan extensive series of pulleys that raise
and lower items on stage. The operators of
the pulley systems are intentionally kept
on stage.
"I was always interested in the idea of
making magic on stage where everyone can
see," said Clay. "They can see the pulleys and
the exit signs."
Gottberg hopes that students will find
the play more accessible because the main
character is a college student struggling to
find his place in the world. The student,
Arkenholz, is struggling to justify his edu-
cation, claiming he doesn't really know why
he's there in the first place.
"The play is about a young man's surreal
journey of discovery," said Dan Rector, the
actor playing Hummel. "It's the same thing
we all go through in college; we have all these
expectations about how great it will be, but
it's never exactly what we expect."
Beside the student and Hummel, other
characters include a ghost that takes the form
of a milkmaid, a mummy that lives in a closet
and a host ofother surreal and almost absurd
characters.
The Ghost Sonata runs from May 12 to
22 in the Lee Center.
J. Adrian can be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
"The Ghost Sonata" is one of the Lee Center's most visually striking productions to date, featuring detailed costumes, makeup and unique set designs.
CandaceShankel | The Spectator
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'quiet' arts group lead by Seattle U MFA students
Rosalie Cabison and Sam Kettering
Staff Writer and Senior Staff Writer
On Saturday night, multiple cheers and whoops were
emitted from a crowd packed into a 3,400 square-foot
space in Belltown. Brian McGuigan was performing a
comedic spoken-word piece entitled "Fat F***," wherein
McGuigan reminisced about his numerous demeaning
childhood nicknames while flipping through crudely
edited childhood photos.
"[As a kid], I was asked to do nothing so much
as the truffle shuffle," said McGuigan, referring
to his doppleganger Lawrence "Chunk" Cohen in
«T*l • "1he (joonies.
Simultaneously, patrons traveled along the fringes to
admire provocative art pieces around the room. Stasia
Burrington's masterpiece drawing, "Cute Girl World
Domination," depicted "women from all walks of life."
A whip wielding dominatrix stood down-canvas from a
cross-wearing woman and a more chastely-dressed bride;
an African tribalwoman stood next to a Japanese school-
girl; a chubby girl milled around near a girl with some
type of eating disorder.
"Fat F***" and "Cute Girl World Domination" were
two of 23 artistic projects showcased in a mixed-media
organized chaos called "Barnstorm: The Cabaret Re-
Imagined." Barnstorm invokes the spirit of 19th century
French top-offcabaret, encouraging its modern audience
to engage and thinkabout the social issues addressed by
the artists.
"Barnstorm" is a practical application of what gradu-
ate students Josh Windsor and Lara Kaminsky are study-
ing as students in Seattle University's Master ofFine Arts
in Arts Leadership program.
Windsor says that Seattle U played an integral part
in the creation ofBarnstorm.
"One of the things that I've been really impressed by
and inspired by as an SU student is the Jesuit values and
commitment to community engagement. Having an edu-
cational institution that encourages you to be a part of
that really was a part of how Barnstorm came to be."
This commitment to community is shared by fellow
MFA students (and married couple) Matt and Roxy
Hornbeck! Their arts group, called "quiet" collaborated
with Kaminsky and Windsor on "Barnstorm."
When Matt and Roxy moved to Seattle, they found
out about the MFA in Arts Leadership and applied to
Seattle U. "Quiet" started as a project among Matt, Roxy
and Matt's brother Josh Hornbeck, but after starting their
education in the MFA program, Matt said that "'we' is
no longer three."
"It's a growing entity that allows us to be more than
just individuals doing art," he explained. "It allows us to
be this community and I think that is what we're really
passionate about—the community aspect."
More specifically, the MFA program has given them
the tools to turn their passion into practicality.
"With each class, and with each meeting with [Kevin
Maifeld, the MFA program director] and with each con-
versation and each paper, I think we have, every step
along the way, been able to refine our definition ofwhat
'quiet' is supposed to be... I think we've been able to look
towards future planning without losing our passion."
Roxy added that the practicum 'required of MFA stu-
dents each quarter is a highlight of the program. The
goal of a practicum is to provide valuable opportunities
for students to apply what they learn in the classroom
to what they can do in the real world. "Quiet" has been
the practicum ofthe Hornbecks since their third quarter
in the MFA program.
"It's been really great to say 'Well, I learned how to
write this budget sheet, let's write a real one!' and see
how that works," Roxy said.
All in all, if the question is how their education
in Arts Leadership has helped them with "quiet"
Matt responds with a "How hasn't it? How's that for
an endorsement?"
Though Windsor, Kaminsky and the Hornbecks will
complete their graduate degrees by the end of this quar-
ter, "quiet" and "Barnstorm" will continue shaping the
Seattle arts community even afterwards.
Rosalie and Sam may be reached at rcabison@su-
spectator.com and skettering@su-spectator.com
Courtesy of Charlie Clay
"Barnstorm," a new variety show that pulls in quirky acts from around the city, is put on by Seattle U MFA students
Student artists collide for 'Art Haus Rock'
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
In a place where art forms are separated by major, an
upcoming show will force them to collide.
Seattle University's club ArtSideOut and the liter-
ary magazine Fragments are hosting their annual multi-
media art show "Collision," on May 17 in the Campion
Ballroom.
"The thing about Collision, why we like to put it on
every year, is because it involves every discipline that
Seattle U offers in the fine arts department," said Colleen
Clement, president of ArtSideOut and coordinator of
the show.
According to Clement, visual art and photography will
be hung, films will be shown, theater and musical perfor-
mances will be presented, and creative writing pieces will
be read. Those attending the event will have the opportu-
nity to create their own pieces of art as well.
The theme of this year's show is "School Haiis Rock,"
using "haiis," the German spelling, a play on words in-
tended to bring a level of seriousness to the event while
still keeping fun in mind.
"Wereally like School House Rock, how it's light heart-
ed and fun but also at the same time well put together
and teaches you something," Clement said, referring to
the educational cartoon television program popular for
its concise, fun and easy-to-remember lessons.
Though Clement has been very active in the organiza-
tion ofCollision in past years, this year she chose to do
things a little differently.
"I decided, especially since my schedule is really busy,
to divide up every department and put different people
in charge," she said.
Victoria Holt is in charge of finding photography
submissions for the show this year and is eager to be
doing so.
"As a photographer, I'm always inspired by differ-
ent mediums and love going out to see art," said Holt.
"Collision brings art to students, from students, and
gets everyone involved in a community discourse and
constructive critique which we're lacking for the most
part currently."
It is that struggle for an arts community that makes
these students so passionate about Collision.
"I've noticed, and other people have noticed, that there's
a higher demand for an arts community at Seattle U,"
Clement said.
Maddi Semet, who is in charge of gathering graphic
design submission for the show, agrees.
"I hope students experience something new and get in
touch with the arts scene at SU because it's kind of small
but we're hoping it grows," said Semet.
Demand for such an arts scene has been proven by the
high attendance at Collision in previous years. According
to Clement, around 80 to 100 people attended last year
and she has hopes that this year there will be more. The
coordinators are also trying to be more proactive in making
the event more cohesive and professional.
"When I met with people to brainstorm about what we
wanted for this year, there was definitely an emphasis on
wanting it to be more put together," Clement said. "We're
creating a whole kind of scene for the actual event. We're
going to have couches, lamps, coffee tables, rugs and things
like that so it's got this like comfortable, relaxed setting."
Coordinators asked for work to be submitted a little
earlier so they could take pictures ofeverything and create
a compilation of all the pieces. Holt encourages students
to attend Collision.
"If you're artistic but haven't worked on anything in
awhile, [Collision] can, and will, inspire you," Holt said.
"Art can't be made in a vacuum, and the best way to get
going is to see what others are doing, in my opinion, and
talk about what you're interested in and learn from your
peers."
Colleen can be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
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Quadstock XXII: Student Bands
The Apollos
There is a recurring theme ofspace-related references in the music ofThe Apollos.
When asked to describe their sound, one band member offered, "the sound ofpizza
cooking." In reality, the band, comprised of Seattle University students and alums
is heavily influenced by a number of"The" bands: The Kinks, The Ramones, The
White Stripes, The Animals and The Hives, to name a few. The group admittedly
wears its influences heavily on its sleeve, but the work is original, insists one band
member, even if it is highly influenced. While the band's work is disconcertingly
similar to that of many of their influences, The Apollos is sure to stick out at this
year's Quadstock. With a student lineup comprised ofa few alternative rock bands,
some hip-hop groups, and a few experimental acts, The Apollos is the only group
with a classic rock sound. Though the band is little known at Seattle U, they may
find a hidden cache ofclassic rock fans just waiting for their arrival here.
Conduct Party
Jason Miller was hanging out with his friend Jake Weaver in his room, both trying to thinkofa
name for the band they had formed with their pals Roald Dietzman and Austin Ryan-Mas. Miller is
somewhat ofa poster connoisseur—his room is covered in tons of them, appropriate for a film stud-
ies major. Weaver noticed that one ofMillers Resident Assistant Rules ofConduct posters hung next
to an Obama party poster. The juxtapositionof the two provided Weaver with the inspiration for the
bands name: Conduct Party. The group crafts unreasonably dancy ditties that meld together elements
ofpost-punk, surfrock, disco, and a tiny touch ofska. Dietzman's propulsive high hat combined with
chiming guitar lines and shouty vocals (apparendy inspired by fellow student stagers, The Brain Cooks)
are premium for a party on the Student Green. The group is known to party amongst themselves as
well. Members have been known to mix questionableamounts ofWarheads candy and put them inhis
mouth.When touring, the group wrestle each otherto determine who will spend the night in the most
quality sleeping bag. The group hopes to unite their audience at Quadstock so that "everyone becomes
one." They also hope the audience will give them allof theirWarhead candies. Conduct Party promises
that one day, the)' will be in SkyMall Magazine.
Blurbs by Emma McAleavy, Emma Izquierda and Kira Brodie
The Brain Cooks
The Brain Cooks is a trickyband to pin down. Tying together influences
ranging from Radiohead, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Modest Mouse and Yeah
Yeah Yeahs, they craft a sound that's all their own. The band, consisting of
Ben Watts, Colleen Clement, Adrian Kirn and Cameron LaFlam, formed
through friendships forged in core honors classes and several chance meet-
ings. The band has gone through a number ofnames (The June Pilgrims,
The Rain Coats) but finally settled on its new name after a shared dream
the group had. The band has played everywhere from the Vera Project,
The Comet Tavern, to Clements own house, an affair thatalmost literally
brought the house down as 120 people danced so hard that the floor began
to bend. Once, The Brain Cooks rocked so hard, Watts' guitar amp caught
fire. The Brain Cooks hope to get audiences dancing and whip out some
unexpected melodies to catch Quadstockers off-guard.
Patchwork
Patchwork is the newestaddition to the student stage line up this year, having formed
only months ago in order to compete in Battle of the Bands.
Patchworks sound is one of the most accessible sounds on the bill for the student
stage. The band is young—all the members are freshmen and their excitement shows
in their upbeat and sprightly music, driven by group harmonies and violin lines layered
over rock sounds. Anywhere else, the fun, poppy sound of Patchwork might blend
into a sea of soft rock, but here at Seattle University, Patchwork will be a refreshing
reminder that sometimes quirky is not all its cracked up to be. Regardless ofhow this
band stacks up against the more experienced or more Seattle-esque bands in the lineup,
Patchwork's set is sure to be silly, clean, rollicking, joyful, and maybe even a little bit of
bubble-gummy fun. "The more smiles and the more dancing that goes on in the crowd,
the better," said guitarist RileyAmos.
Courtesy of VictoriaHolt
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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Camp 10
Camp 10, Seattle University's resident reggae-heads will be play-
ing the Quadstock student stage, returning after their recent Battle
of the Bands appearance. Nick Jessen, Alex Swaab and Roberto
Mendez harvest influences such as Sublime, Johnny Cash and
Slightly Stoopid to form their particular brand of ska-tinged rock,
laced with personal lyrics and bassy riffs. As the name suggests, the
group was formed on the 10th floor of Seattle U's mega-residence
hall, Campion. Jessen and Swaab formed the original lineup as
freshmen The lineup has changed a number of times since, before
settling on its current form with Mendez. Camp 10 hopes its music
creates an experience that can be summed up as, "chill bro, relax, play
Gamecube." Audiences looking to check out Camp 10 at Quadstock
are instructed to "bring your skanking shoes, because it's gonna be
a dancin' party."
The U Crew
With song titles like "Party Party Drink," The U Crew is something ofa lone bastion of
hip-hop at SeattleUniversity. The group, made up ofSeattle Us Josh Gummersall or J. Gumbo
and two UW students (known as Spike and Mr. Bahawma) is about "having fun andstaying
positive," said Mr. Bahawma. Indeed "the mantra has always been to knock the haters and
have a blast," according to the groups website. The U Crew has a fairly large Internet fol-
lowing already, so the band members are looking forward to expanding their local audience.
Much of what they write about is based in the Greek system (Spike is a member of a UW
fraternity), so their music may not seem immediately relevant to the Seattle U audience. One
of the groups songs, "Frat Anthem" speaks to the sort ofyouthful carpe diem image the band
projects. Indeed, the chorus ofone of their more popular songs "we are only kids, we ain't got
a clue... what do you expect us to do," may say a lot about what the groups message is, but
it belies the underlying reality that The U Crew is one of the more organized, professional
seeming bands to play on the student stage this year.
Cig Bros.
CigBros., ironically enough, are not smokers. Well, not allof themanyway. The name emerged
as the result ofan inside joke, a sort of "hey wouldn't it be silly ifwe called ourselves this,"kind
of moment that stuck with them. Comprised of four Seattle natives (only one ofwhom goes to
Seattle University), Cig Bros. 1 sound is unpredictable. One of the bands two main songwriters,
guitarist and drummer MichaelBeswetherick, says the band intentionally tries toavoid aho-hum
verse-chorus-verse-chorus pattern in their music. Trumpet and synthesizer player Synthia Chious
says their sound is "more cute and fun than weird," and they all agree they are not trying to be
"experimental." That may be true of their sound, but their lyrics, while cute and fun, certainly
approach the surreal. "She parked her seahorse at the foot of the door, is she everything I've been
looking for," croons lead singer JohnO'Connor in the bands new single "Lecture Hall." But
you get the sense that what they're saying is perfecdy clear to them, and ifyou stick around long
enough you might learn tospeak their language. Indeed, the meaning comes through not unlike
Lewis Carolls Jabberwocky. You don't need to know what "decest" means to know what "she's
the decestchick in the land," means. This quartet is sure to find a niche at Seattle U ifit has not
done so already.
Krthkiri
Remember when you were a kid and going to the zoo was one ofthe best excursions ever?
Remember your unmatched anticipation whilewaiting for that first glimpse ofthe prowling
lion, or your insuppressible joy upon seeing those limber monkeys leap frombranch to branch?
Surely, like so many other children, you must have felt that undeniable urge to join those
primates in their uproarious hollering, orstomp and through pursed lips return theelephant s
trumpeting. If this soundsat all like your childhood you wontwant to miss Kithkin's perfor-
manceon the Quadstock mainstage. The band—comprised oflan McCutcheon, Alexander
Barr, Kelton Sears and Bob Martin—blend enthralling polyrhythms with their own brand
ofmelodious whoops and shouts to create a sound that invokes your primal nature the way
monkeys' screeches and lions' roars used to.For those zoo-deprived children out there,Kithkin
is worthseeing even ifyoucan't relate to compulsive monkey noises. Kithkin competed in the
EMP's Sound Offl earlier this year and won Seatde University's Batde ofthe Bands in March,
earningthem a spot on the Mainstage at this year's Quadstock. Ifyouchoose to embark on the
adventure that isKithkin, come fully prepared to move, make noise and go wild.
Courtesy of Cig Bros.
viaColin Brinton
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Kristine Haroldson
Volunteer Writer
As Rachel Purcell walks back
to an office in the O'Brien Center,
her bright smile can be seen a
mile away. In the office where her
coach Chad Pharis is sitting the
track star jokes, "have you said
anything embarrassing yet?"
No matter what the weather
throws at her, —rain, sleet or
snow— Purcell can be seen out-
side on the track. Seattle University
does not have an indoor facility, so
the team runs outside despite the
frequently inclement conditions.
However, Purcell didn't let that stop
herfrom leaving sunny Californiato
come north to Seattle.
In high school, Purcell knew
that she wanted to run track but
didn't think she could compete in
Division One. At the time Seattle
No matter what the
weather throws at her,
Purcell can be seen
outside on the track.
U was a Division Two team, so she
decided to enroll. Since her fresh-
man year, she has dedicatedalmost
all of her time to the team; her
other teammates even like to call
her "mother." She is one of only
four seniors that have been on the
team all four years and she is al-
ways helping them improve.
"She is a presence of leadership
on the team," said teammate Alyssa
Lout, who was on the team with
Purcell throughout the transition
to Division One.
For Purcell, running track
is not just a sport, but her life-
style as well. Pharis explained
that runners normally don't go
professional, so the athletes learn
life lessons, like how to adjust to
For Purcell, running
track is not just a
sport, but her lifestyle.
certain situations.
"It has turned her into a well-
rounded person," said Pharis.
Even Purcell's free time is spent
with her teammates. But, she en-
joys this because most of her best
friends are on the team and on her
occasional days off, Purcell and
Lout like to relax.
"I am a sucker for bad TV," said
Purcell. "Our favorite is The Real
Housewives ofOrange County and
New Jersey."
At the end of this year Purcell
will be graduating with a degree
in Sports and Exercise Science.
She will be moving back to
California, where she will be
closer to her family and the sun.
Her dream is to work
for a professional
sports team
rehabilitating atheletes.
After four years in Seattle, she
is ready for some nicer weather,
she explains. In California she
will continue her schooling in
order to receive her Masters of
Science in Athletic Training. Her
dream is to work for a professional
sports team rehabilitating injured
athletes. She is sad to be leaving
Seattle U but excited at the same
time, she is going to take all of
the lessons she learned here and
keep them with her forever. All
of her friends and teammates at
Seattle U will miss her when she
leaves, but Purcell is ready for a
new adventure and she can do
anything she sets her mind to.
Kristine may be reached at
haroldso@seattleu.eduLindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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Crew team rows, competes at a higher level
J. Adrian Munger
Staff Writer
There is no doubt about it, boating is
a big deal in Seattle. A really big deal. For
the past 75 years, Seattle has prided itself
on having some of the best sailors and row-
ers in the world, a well-deserved reputa-
tion rooted in the 1936 Olympics, where
the University of Washington crew team
won eight medals for the United States.
Seattle has since enjoyed a reputation for
boating excellence, commemorated every
year at the Seattle Yacht Club's Opening
Day parade.
Since 1920, the Seattle Yacht Club
has launched the boating season in style,
organizing a day-long celebration of rec-
reational boating centered around a mas-
sive boat parade through the Montlake
Cut, an inlet that connects Portage Bay
with Lake Washington. This year's parade,
held last Saturday, was themed "Salish Sea
Treasures," referring to the sea directly off
the coast ofWashington.
The University of Washington also
hosts the Windermere Regatta on Opening
Day, one of the nation's biggest rowing
events of the year. This year was the first
time Seattle University's club rowing team
has participated in the Regatta, a major
step for a program trying to gain credibil-
ity and Division One standing.
"The Opening Day races have some pret-
ty prestigious schools," said Mari Calahan,
president of the Seattle U crew team. "It's
cool to get our name out there."
The Seattle U team was unable to con-
tend with the world-famous Huskies, but
the recognition and chance to compete is
a significant mark of status.
The rising Redhawk crew team also
received a significant burst of energy
the previous weekend when it competed
at the Western Intercollegiate Rowing
Association's regatta. The team had four
of its five boats make it to the grand finals,
a significant feat for any team, let alone
a team as new as Seattle U's. One of the
Redhawk boats won their event, the wom-
en's lightweight 4+. This means the boat's
crew ofKaila Najar, Katie O'Neill, Estelle
Townshend, Emily Schalka and Keara
Collins will be going to the American Crew
Racing Association's Championship regat-
ta in Atlanta. Joining these five in Atlanta
will be Dan Harrison and Chris Schultz,
who will be rowing the men's pair.
"[ACRAs] is one of the biggest regattas
in the country," said Harrison. "It's a huge
deal for the team."
The accomplishments of the past two
weeks vindicate a year of expansion of
growth and reorganization. This season
has seen more new crew members than
any other season.
"We had a lot of changes this year,"
Calahan said. "We switched boat houses
and coaches."
College crew teams like Seattle U's
rarely own their own boathouse and
equipment, renting from a club instead.
Luckily, Seattle has a plethora of such
boating clubs, which let Seattle U keep
costs down. For a team funded mainly by
member dues instead of school funding,
buying equipment is a huge undertaking.
Given the team's success and growth, it is
possible that Seattle U will start a Division
One women's crew team, taking advantage
ofexisting interest and skill to gain a com-
petitive Division One team.
Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
The accomplishments of the
past two weeks vindicate a
year of expansion of growth.
The team had four of
its five boats make it
to the grand finals.
Given the team's success
and growth, it is possible that
Seattle U will start a Division
One women's crew team.
Courtesy of ChrisSchultz
Seattle University may start a Division One women's crew team if success continues.
Speedy Purcell shines as track team star
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Windy Ken Shannon Invitational poses difficulty
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer
Track and Field athletes struggled
with strong winds Saturday at the Ken
Shannon Invitational at the University
of Washington.
"When the weather's like this, it makes
it really difficult to do what you want to
do," said head coach Trisha Steidl.
In additional to the debilitating winds,
several athletes were coming off injuries
on Saturday.
The event was not without its bright
spots, however.
Freshman Duncan MacKay finished
second in the 200-meter dash with a
personal record of 22.12. MacKay also
earned a personal record in the 100-meter
The conditions were pretty
tough, so I know a lot of
people were disappointed
Sarah Bolce
Track
dash with a time of 11.13.
Freshman Peter Van Nuland also ran a
personal record in the 1500-meter with a
time of 4:03.15.
On the women's side, junior Ashley
Dalton set a personal record in the
5000-meter with a time of 20:16.15.
Although no school records were set
on Saturday, junior Alyssa Lout tied her
own record in the 100-meter dash with a
time of 12.72.
The Redhawks won the men's 4xloo
meter relay, withMacKay and fellow fresh-
men Taylor Fitch, Cooper Hartman and
Zachary Schlachter finishing in 42.41.
Junior Sarah Bolce finished second
over all for the women in the 1500-meter
and finished first in her heat. She finished
at 4:44.14, shaving five seconds off her
personal record.
"All things considered, I'm not
disappointed," said Bolce, who will go on
to compete at the Great West Conference
Championships next weekend.
People are looking for
those last qualifying
marks for conference
Trisha Steidl
Head Coach
"The conditions were pretty tough, so
I know a lot ofpeople were disappointed,"
Bolce said.
Athletes were reluctant to take the lead
all afternoon because of the wind, which
impacted many of the races.
"The girl who took the lead for the
first couple laps was definitely affected,"
Bolce said.
The conditions were especially dis-
concerting to those runners who are
still hoping to qualify for the conference
championships.
"It was not exactly what we would hope
for at this time of the season, you know
people are looking for those last qualifying
marks for conference," Steidl said.
For many, Saturday was the last race of
the season, and for some, the end of their
college careers.
"It's my last track race of my career so
when I stepped off the track, it was nice
to step off and feel like I'd actually done
something with my season," said senior
Allison Prather who ran the 1500-meter
in 5:03.29, a season record for her.
All things considered, Steidl is confi-
dent going into next week's conference
championships.
"We're putting our best foot forward,
and putting our best performances out
there, and that's what you've got to do,"
Steidl said.
The Great West Conference
Championships will be held in Orem,
Utah next weekend. Despite the 4,774
ft. altitude of Orem, the Redhawks are
still looking forward to the conference.
"I'm just excited, it should be good,"
said Bolce.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-specator.com
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Ken Shannon (8) keeps ahead of two runners from Gonzaga at the Ken Shannon Invitational.
Golf swings up in Scottsdale
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Seattle University's men's golf
team competed in the America
Sky Men's Golf Conference
Championships for the first time
from May 2 to May 4. The team
The men's golf team
joined the America
Sky Men's Golf
Conference in 2010
traveled to Scottsdale, Ariz., for
the competition and played three
rounds over the course of the
three-day championship.
"I would describe [the cham-
pionship] as bittersweet," said
head coach Don Rasmussen. "I
felt like at the beginning of the
year year we were a team who
could have done better."
During the middle of the sea-
son, one of the team's star play-
ers suffered an injury that shifted
him from the lineup. The team
worked hard to adjust, but some-
times its members feel it fell be-
low its potential.
"I don't think we've been play-
ing to our full abilities," said ju-
niorlan Dahl. "But it was our first
time competing in this conference
and we finished in the top half."
Out of the 12 competing
teams, Seattle U finished in sixth
place. Each round saw a differ-
ent Seattle U golfer emerge as the
team's best scorer.
During the first round, soph-
omore Rob Siebley finished 75
(+4). Throughout the round he
golfed 13 pars and tied with three
other conference players for 12th
place. Paul shot 76 (+5) and tied
for sixteenth place.
Seattle U tied with
Binghamton University for sixth
place for the day.
Senior Chris Holway shot 72,
one over par, during the second
round, which helped Seattle U
retain its sixth place ranking for
the second day in a row. Holway
tied with another player for 1 Oth
place for the second round.
Plavos again scored the second-
best for the round, shooting 77
(+6).
For the third round, Dahl
shot even-par 71, the Redhawks'
best score for the entire confer-
ence. Dahl tied for twelfth place
for the day, and Seattle U fin-
ished the championship at sixth
place. Holway finished 80 (+9)
for the day, and Plavos finished
at 77 (+6), with the two tying for
Getting a chance
to compete with
conference champions
was a great opportunity
Don Rasmussen
Head Coach
20th place amongst the confer-
ence's other 60 golfers.
"That was big, having dif-
ferent people contribute," Dahl
said. "Each day someone else
contributed."
Seattle U's men's golf team
joined the America Sky Men's
Golf Conference in September
2010, and next year the team
hopes to return with an even more
experienced roster of players.
"Getting a chance to compete
with conference champions was
a great opportunity," Rasmussen
said.
He believes the team will be
bolstered next year by new re-
cruits and a strong focus on stay-
ing healthy. And, like Dahl, he
feels proud ofhis team's first per-
formance at the championships.
"That's the sweet part," he said.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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Baseball Men's Golf
5/4 Utah Valley 5/2-5/4 American Sky
14-8 (W) Conference Championships
6 of 12
5/5 BYU
3-4 (L) Softball
5/7 Northern Colorado
5/6 BYU
„
2-3 (L)
3-13 (L)
5/7 Northern Colorado
5/7 BYU 0-3 (L)
3-10 (L)
5/8 Northern Colorado
5/10 Oregon 6-1 (W)
5-10 (L)
5/8 Northern Colorado
0-10 (L)
opinion
Student outrage
comes a little too late
STAFF EDITORIALS
Outrage over the finalized model of the new core curriculum is
steadily building. For history and English professors this is under-
standable given the position of history and English courses with-
in the new model; history and English classes are not necessarily
required.
That debate will rage up until the new core is eventually imple-
mented and, ultimately, it will die down. (Perhaps following a hiring
shift in those two departments.)
The student side of the debate is a whole other type of issue.
It plays into the rising levels of apathy in the current generation.
Student complaints speak to a lack of involvement of the student
body in the creation of the core curriculum, that the university cre-
ated their primary educational model for the next decade without
input from the students of this decade.
This is not true. The core revision process, and subsequent student
involvement, began winter quarter of last school year when then-
sophomore Christina Weidner was appointed as student liaison to
the university core revision committee.
Weidner and the student governmentapplied themselves to be as
transparent about student involvement in the revision process as pos-
sible, thoughparticipation in the issue seemed to lackluster at best on
the part of the general student body. At the time, Weidnar was the
sole candidate to be appointed to that committee. And last quarter,
students were invited to submit comments via a core survey.
The student complaints arising today about core involvement are
completely unfounded. Ifan individual student has a complaint re-
garding the new core, that is it acceptable. But realize that the time
has passed in which your complaints would be taken to heart.
If it were a months ago, when the core revision representatives
were open-eared to the cries of the public, which they were for an
extended length of time, it would be a different story.
Any student grievances about the core status, complaints that are
just now coming to light, are a measure of the irresponsibility, lack
of attention and apathy that plagues our current generation.
Photos of bin Laden
death unnecessary
The Spectator editorial board unanimously supports
President Barack Obama's decision to not release the
photos of Osama bin Laden's body to the public. Bin
Laden was killed by U.S. troops on May 1 and was
buried at sea within two days of his death in accordance
to Muslim law. President Obama cited national security
concerns as well as fear of future violence as reasons
for not releasing the photos to the public, but today
the CIA authorized special viewing of the postmor-
tem pictures to Senators. Advocates for government
transparency and news organizations are impatiently
waiting in line for their chance to view the photos, but
we must as purveyors of the truth ask "Why?"
Have we become so distrustful of the govern-
ment that what they say must be checked and double
checked?
Obviously not because we pick and choose what
truths to take at face value; Obama's birth certificate:
No, Weapons of Mass Destruction: Yes. We are not
demanding these photos because we don't believe that
he is dead or even because we need to see it with our
own eyes. We are demanding these photos because we
want to spike the metaphorical football, as President
Obama put it. We want to spit in the face of terror-
ism and reiterate our position as a world superpower.
Our celebration in the streets following the news of
bin Laden's death was a disturbingly mirrored image
of parts of the Ajrab world that celebrated in the days
after 9/11. Proving ultimately that despite the world's
worth of difference, we are more similar than we care
to acknowledge or understand.
Let's move the argument from when and how these
photos will be released to why and for whose benefit.
Let's take a break from challenging the government's
motive and begin to question our own.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.
Planned Parenthood internships cause concern
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
In Sam Kettering's April 13
article on Seattle University's con-
nection with Planned Parenthood,
there are a few clarifications that
need to be made in terms of the
purpose behind SFLA and CNS's
letter to FatherSundborg and com-
ments from members ofSeattle U's
Administration.
1.The article states that our "main
concern with Planned Parenthood
is that some of its locations pro-
vide abortions" is inaccurate.
Planned Parenthood is the nation's
largest abortion provider and has
been proven to protect rapists, rac-
ists and sex traffickers of minors.
Planned Parenthood's business is
abortion and that permeates every
clinic and not just "some."
Whether or not "some" or all are
providing abortions, this is an orga-
nization that completely disregards
the dignity of the human person,
and should not be supported by a
Catholic university.
2. Seattle U cannot claim to sup-
port the Church's position on the
sanctity oflife while supporting an
organization that directly opposes
that teaching.
Any connection with Planned
Parenthood is a connection with
abortion.
3. In regard to the claim that the
university is promoting academic
freedom by allowing professors
to choose their own curriculum,
Pope John Paul II clearly states in
Ex Corde Ecclesiae that the Church
"recognizes the academic freedom
ofscholars in each disciple.. .with-
in the confines of the truth and
common good." (c.f. Ex Corde
para29)
The truth is that abortion and
the services Planned Parenthood
provides is not true social justice
for the poor or the common good.
Disregarding the dignity ofthe hu-
man person both born and preborn
disregards the truth of the Gospel
and teachings of Jesus Christ.
We ask that Father Sundborg
officially answer SFLA and CNS's
request and sever all ties with the
largest abortion chain in America.
For Life,
Kristan Hawkins
Executive Director
Students for Life ofAmerica
su-spectator.com/opinion
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Access to women's
healthcare is essential
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
Sen. Jon Kyi's remark that "well over
90 percent ofwhat Planned Parenthood
does [is abortions]," was "not meant to
be a factual statement" according to
Kyi's office but it has still served to stoke
conservative fires as the fate of federal
funding for Planned Parenthood is still
being decided.
Only 3 percent of Planned
Parenthood's services are abortions. The
organizations primary efforts are con-
traception and medical screenings. An
element that is largely absent from the
opposition discussion is the fact that
contraception and sex educationactually
prevent abortions from being necessary.
Many of the same congressional repre-
sentatives who oppose federal funding to
Planned Parenthood also want to have
fewer families on welfare. But taking
away access to affordable contraception
will only increase the number of un-
planned and unwanted pregnancies.
All thisaside, there are already federal
laws in place barring tax-payer money
from subsidizing abortions. Taking
away funding is a step too far. No wom-
an wants an abortion; no woman uses
abortions as a substitute for birth control.
Logic follows that giving women access
to preventative measures for pregnancy
will also prevent many abortions. The
conversation needs to shift away from
abortion because that is not the program
what will be most affected by cuts.
Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels could
make his state the first to deny govern-
ment funding to Planned Parenthood.
We cannot let this to create a domino
effect across the country. We cannot take
this valuable health resource away from
women in need.
The Spectator has covered local is-
sues withPlanned Parenthood, including
Seattle U's support ofinternships at the
organization, which lead to some criti-
cism from the community. Those critics
are not armed with facts, instead they
are blinded by outdated ideology. And
why can't these internships be viewed as
an extension of ministry? No Seattle U
interns at Planned Parenthood worked
in locations where abortions were per-
formed and they are in a great position
to educate women on alternatives to
abortion.
Yes, the Vatican still states that any
kind ofcontraception is against Catholic
doctrine, but this position merely shows
that the heads of the church are out of
touch with the rest of the world. It is un-
fair to tell a poor Catholic family without
thefinancial resources to raise a child that
they are sinners to use contraception.
The people who are trying to take
away women's reproductive rights at
the church and U.S. government level
are mostly men. Men who will never
have to face the issue of an unwanted
pregnancy. Male leaders, be sympathetic
to your female constituents. Don't take
away their affordable cancer screenings,
basic check-ups and affordable contra-
ception for your own political gain.
Frances may be reached at editor@
su-spectator.com
Funding state colleges
The Daily Targum
Editorial Board
Uwire
State universities all across
America are suffering as they
watch government funding
dwindle away. While some
schools are reacting with strong
protests against these cuts —
including, we're proud to say,
our University — schools in
Pennsylvania are being told
to take a different approach.
In response to concerns about
a proposed 2011-2012 bud-
get that includes slashing aid
to higher education by half,
Gov. Tom Corbett, R-Pa., sug-
gested that six public universi-
ties which sit on the Marcellus
Shale start extracting natural
gas from the shale in order
to make up for their lack of
funding. We wish we could
say that Corbett was just jok-
ing, but the unfortunate fact
is that he was not. Even if he
was, though, we would still
be upset. The higher educa-
tion crisis is no laughing mat-
ter, especially not to students
like us who are experiencing
it firsthand.
Corbett's comments are,
in some ways, illustrative of
why higher education is in
danger in the first place. Sure,
the languishing economy is
not helping the matter, but it
is not solely to blame for the
situation state schools are in.
Perhaps even more harmful
than the economy are politi-
cians such as Corbett, who fail
to see the dire importance of
funding state schools. These
people do not care about
the exorbitant student loans
many of us are forced to take
out just to get by. They do not
care that we will be paying for
these loans for the rest of our
lives. They do not care that
even state schools are becom-
ing too expensive for average
people to attend.
It would, we have to ad-
mit, be pretty encouraging if
these schools — faced with
Corbett's seeming apathy and
impractical solutions — ac-
tually accepted his challenge
and did find a way to mine
natural gas from the shale to
profit. It would be an excellent
and effective slap in the face
to Corbett and his ilk. Then
again, the chances of that hap-
pening are slim to none, and
we cannot forget the well-doc-
umented dangers involved in
drilling for natural gas.
As long as people like
Corbett are in charge, higher
education will only suffer
more. We need people in
charge who actually care about
students and the plights they
are being forced to shoulder.
Instead, we have people who
cut without thinking about
the terrible damage they are
causing to our nation as a
whole.
The editor may be
reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
CORRECTIONS
In the article "Opportunity arises for
grads teaching English" published
May 4, a line describing CELTA's of-
fering of free ESL classes portrayed
the teachers as being underqualified.
As part of their teaching practicum,
CELTA teachers-in-training offer free
classes to the community. It is not
a direct reflection of the teachers'
quality.
In the same issue, in the article
"Wieliczkiewicz named ASSU presi-
dent," the Spectator wrongly classi-
fied then-ASSU presidential candidate
ChrisTiana Obey as a sophomore. She
is in fact, a junior as per the require-
ments of running for ASSU president.
We regret the errors.
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GonJinn
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Patrick Swayze
(his career too)
Bambi and
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Pope John
Paul II
lastlooks
Hui 'O Nani Hawai'i club hosts annual lu'au
Last Saturday was the Hui '0 Nani Hawai'i club's annual lu'au, "Ka
NohonaLawai'a - The Way of the Fisherman." The club has been
active at Seattle U for about 50 years.
Top: The hula Kahiko "O Pana'ewa," a dancetraditionally done on
one'sknees, is performed. Left: a performance of theTheTahitian
("Te Ta'ata ate I'a"); Bottom left: students perform the "Koa'e," a
Huia'Auana dance for men.
su-spectator.com/multimedia
Students go to Ghana with Lumana Quadstock student bands J4
